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Mr. Jeff Duncan
SubcommJttee on Telecommunications and Finance
Committee on Energy and Commerce
U.s. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Jeff:
Thanks for the opportunity to comment on the letters from Chairman Dlngell.
In reading the letters to Mr. levitt and Mr. Duderstadt, the thing that lumped
out quickest was the fact that we may have lost sight of the real aim of the NSF
project: to determine If there might be a way for the government to take a
$70.6 million Job and do It for a few hundred thousand dollars and at the
same time serve the public Interest In a more effective manner. Our project Is
an research Investigation for a limited term. Our project Is not out to take a
market away from anybody and our project proposal to the NSF dearly emphasizes the Investigative nature of our project. The aim of the Internet project Is
to learn If we have options and to give polley makers the ablllty to make Informed choices In the future.
Because we are a research project, we do not compete with the commercial
providers and do not damage the SEC Edgar Dissemination System. Our activities do not damage Mead Data central In either of Its roles as the data wholesaler or as the flrst and primary retaller of the Information. Let me give you a
few aspects of the project that emphasize the non-competltlve, complementary
nature of what we are doing:
•

We specifically purchase the Level 1 Tape Feed, which consists of a
compilation of the data that the "L1ve· feed customers receive
throughout the data delivered to us by Federal Express the next day.
Mead Data Central (In both Its roles) and all the other commercial
proVIders of the EDGAR data wllJ have a Jump of 24 hours or more
on the Internet data.

•

Our contract with NYU (and our contracts with our suppliers) specify a service offering to the Internet of 1 million bits per second of
throughput. If you were logged In and transferring flJes, that might
translate to SO simultaneous users. We will have only a fraction of
the capaclty It would take to compete with the commercial providers.
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•

The Internet wUI have only minimal software developed specifically
for this project. Standard tools will be used on the Internet while
commercial providers will have spedal customized software to offer
their users.

•

The Internet will have little manual manipulation of the data, a
process which the commercial providers use to great advantage to
provide a competitive edge for theLr respective versions of the data.
For example, some commercial providers pull balance sheets out of
annual reports and manually tag them. WhIle we can do some of
those functions, we don't have the large staff necessary to do extensive manual data manipulation.

•

Users on the Internet wUl have to compete with each other for access. If you really need the data, you wlll have no choice but to
contract to a commercial group to have guarantees of reliable delivery.
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I believe the misconception that our system Is competitive Is one of the fundamental reasons for the uneasiness that some people feel about Internet dissemination of EDGAR data. There are, however, a few other points that Mr. DingeU
raised In his letter that I would like to address.

Was the project negotiated in secrecy?
The proJect was originally conceived In a discussion between myself and John
Lane, the Chief Information Officer of the SEC. Mr. Lane and I had extensive
discussions on how the project should look to be acceptable to the SEC. For example, the presence of NYU as a prime contractor was a direct result of Mr.
Lane's Input. Mr. Lane and bJs staff attended at least three meetIngs to discuss
the project, and we had numerous telephone conversations. Only after Mr.
Lane and I defined the project dId we bring It to the Subcommittee for review
and then to NSF and NYU and the other parties. Mead Data Central had copIes of the original documents and was Invited to take part In the discussions.
I might also mention that the exJstence of the NSF grant proposal was mentioned In a report by your Subcommittee. While I realize that you may not get
mass readership on these reports, they are not exactly a secret.
Is the data secure?

The EDGAR data we will release Is no different than the EDGAR data that Mead
Data Central will release. While on the Internet server or on the Mead Data
Central server, the data Is retJd only. End users cannot change the data on any
of the servers, commercial or non-commerclaJ.
The questions I would ask would concentrate on the Incremental change between the Internet service and the existing commercial providers. Rather than
ask If the server operated by the Internet Multicasting service Is secure, for example, I would want to know If It was any more or less secure than the one operated by Mead Data Central. I should note that the Internet Multicasting
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Service Includes among Its advisors several of the top network security experts
In the world and that I'm the author of seven fundamental professional reference books about computer networks. Perhaps we should be more worried
about the Nex1s system?

Does this project mdntdn a clvtrSity d sources?
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This project Is a research project that enhances the diversity of sources. What
makes Mead Data central so profitable Is not the mere data: It Is the valueadded software and Information they use to make the data accessible. Putting
10 million pieces of paper Into a single stack Is not a useful database.
What we are doing Is providing the Internet eqUivalent of a single stack of paper: a raw, unpolished Interface. No custom retrieval software Is being provided and we are using standard off-the-shelf techniques. By getting the base
data out to a wider population, we are greatly increasing the diversity of people
who can get at the Information.

Is this a Iong-tenn commitment by the U.S. government?
Absolutely not. This Is a two-year Investigation and the Internet Multicasting
Service has publicly stated that It has no Intention of continuing the project after the original two years. We Intend to demonstrate that this technique works
and hope that the SEC others will realize that data dissemination should not
cost tens of mlUlons of dollars. This Is a demonstration project, not a longterm commitment.
In summary, It seems to me that an awful lot of time Is being spent worrying
about ensuring the profitabUity of a few government contractors and perhaps
not quite enough time Is being spent worrying about furthering the fundamental goals of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, the WIlliams Act, and the
other laws that mandate the public disclosure of flnandallnformatlon. While
I sympathize with the desire of a few commerdal firms to make some money,
Its Important that we also investigate polley options that are perhaps more cost
effective or serve the public Interest more effectively. This project serves as a research Investigation Into those options and I'm at a loss how a few hundred
thousand dollars spent on a bit of research could possibly hurt a thriving commerdal retail Industry with revenues In the hundreds of mlllions of dollars per
year.
Please let me know If I can provide more specific comments or other Information.
Yours sincerely,

p~
carl Malamud

